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About goFLUENT For the past 22 years, goFLUENT has been accelerating language

learning by delivering hyper-personalized solutions that blend technology, content, and

human interaction available globally on any device. Today, L&D leaders of over 1,000

international corporations in 100+ countries trust goFLUENTs award-winning digital language

learning solutions to speed up the acquisition of language skills needed to build confidence,

empower career growth, and build a more inclusive global culture. Since its founding,

goFLUENT has helped two million people become better communicators in the languages

of business. With eLearning, Live Lessons, Virtual Classroom, eWriting, and Live Support,

goFLUENT provides companies the solutions they need for greater business proficiency in

English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish, and to adapt to a

global economy where linguistic skills are a competitive differentiator. goFLUENT is present

in 15 countries across all continents. Click  here  to see how goFLUENT brings you stories from

our colleagues worldwide, and how together, we provide an equal voice. Corporate German

Language Trainer ( Work from home ) We are looking for engaging, energetic, and

intelligent individuals from different backgrounds who will help transform our clients

communication skills and make them more competitive in todays dynamic business world.

We need people who are passionate about teaching/training and can bring excitement to the

learning experience. As a trainer, you will be conducting Live online lessons to our clients .

Our learners are mostly business professionals and executives. On any given day, you

may have a CEO, senior manager of a top company, scientist, doctors, lawyers, or other

professionals from highly-specialized fields as your learner. Responsibilities Deliver live
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video training sessions to 1 learner or to a group per session; Write lesson reports to the

learner groups to document what was covered in each session Qualifications College or

Bachelor’s Degree is required. At least 3 years of Corporate Experience and/or 1 year of

Adult Teaching Experience. Excellent communication skills in German and English  (oral and

writing). Willing to teach video classes. Comfortable in using online platforms in teaching.

Has a quiet, dedicated workplace. Fluency in other languages is a plus. Editing and/or

proofreading is an advantage Energetic, Pleasant, and Engaging Open-minded and willing to

learn Work and technical requirements Dedicated quiet workspace PC or Mac (laptop or

desktop) A noise-cancelling computer headset with a microphone Webcam capability (internal

or external) Operating System: Minimum Requirements PC or Laptop: Windows 10 or up or

Mac (Monterey/Ventura/Sonoma) Intel Processor:  Core i5 12th gen / i7 11th gen (or

equivalent) and up Mac Processor: Macbook Pro - M1 Chip or Macbook Air - M1 Chip 8 GB

RAM and up 20 GB of free disk space High-speed Internet connection (Download 10 Mbps,

Upload 10 Mbps) Work Hours  Can work within  8:00AM - 7:00PM (Paris time) Powered by

JazzHR
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